We almost lost our country to these piratical corporations and the foreign Principals behind them.

Hardly anyone was standing in their proper character and status and declaring it and claiming their birthright political status, so it "appeared" that Americans had forgotten who they are, or had knowingly and deliberately adopted foreign British Territorial U.S. Citizenship or even Municipal citizenship of the United States.

As a result, there was nobody "with standing" to enforce the Constitutions.

British Territorials never had any guarantees or rights under any Constitution, and neither did any officers of the Roman Municipal Government. With everyone misidentified as "voluntarily" standing in these foreign political statuses, the Constitutional Guarantees became Moot.

There was nobody left to enforce them or claim them, while our erstwhile employees actively conspired to evade their constitutional obligations using these pretenses.

That's how we could have King's Officers sitting on the District Court benches bellowing that the "Constitution has nothing to do with my court and I will hold you in contempt if you mention anything about the Constitution again!"

And now you know the rest of the story, how America was almost successfully undermined from within --- by ignorance, by sloth, and by disloyal foreign subcontractors seeking to usurp upon us for their own unjust enrichment and benefit.

Not by the Chinese. Not by the Russians.
By the Popes acting as Roman Pontiffs.
By the British Monarchs acting in Breach of Trust.
By all their little Patsies and Cronies in the EU and UN.
By our purported Allies and Friends.
By "Americans" like FDR and Jimmy Carter and Barack Obama.
And that is the awful part of The Truth.

These are people who are culturally aligned with us, who "talk the talk" about individual freedom and honor, people who wouldn't have survived WWII as independent nations without us, people who wouldn't have a pot--- much less be fully restored and modernized without us.
And because we opened our hearts and our wallets and helped them out, they have labelled us, their creditors, as their enemies---- and tried to kill us and tried to kill our country, too. And all the while, being on our payroll.

The attack by the Japanese on Pearl Harbor may be a Day of Infamy, but there was a day almost a week earlier that is more "infamous" still --- the day that FDR and his Administration knew about the attack and did nothing---just stood there and let thousands of our sailors and airmen die, so that they would have the excuse to enter the war on Britain's side.

And for seventy-five long years after that betrayal, the British Monarchs have gluttoned themselves on our substance, betrayed our best interests, and lied through their teeth to the American people.

The role of the Popes has been even worse, more hypocritical, more devious and immoral. While pretending to be the spiritual leaders of Christianity, the Popes have led a double-life as Roman Pontiffs, leaders of the pagan "Mystery Religion" of Babylon. And in that role, they have perpetuated and profited from every form of evil imaginable, up to and including running a Black Market devoted to buying, selling, and trading the souls of their parishioners, using Baptismal Certificates as Clearinghouse Certificates.

These evils are so profound and the mistreatment is so undeserved, that it stuns the senses and makes no sense at all, until we realize that we have ourselves been misrepresented by evil men --- bankers and politicians --- pretending to be our Agents and Representatives. Men like Joe Biden, who have proven themselves to be criminals, who disrespected their office, and who betrayed their public trust, and who bullied other governments, and who acted as scumbag racketeers in our names.

Hypocritical, scheming, disloyal, craven cretins like John McCain and Harry Reid. And the bankers, who in turn, manipulated these small, mean-spirited, grasping, excuses-for-Americans to promote their own self-interest at the expense of everyone else on the planet. How could we allow such venal specimens of human-kind to represent us, much less allow them to control our money and assets?

How could we fail our duty to self-govern?

Just pause a moment and take in the view. This isn't a swamp. It's a carnival, complete with a Freak Show, Arcade, Magicians, Clowns, and something evil, the very Spirit of Falsehood, lurking just under the surface of everything.

America has to wake up from this nightmarish situation by embracing the Truth--- about all of them, and about ourselves, too.

We have encountered the enemy, and they are us.

There are Americans who aren't Americans, just as there are Jews who aren't Jews.
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